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Abstract— On the Internet, it is not possible to initiate com-
munication to internal nodes located behind a Network Address
Translator (NAT) from external nodes. Therefore, we need to
have a NAT traversal technology that can establish a connection
between the external and internal nodes. Technologies thus far
often depend on specific applications and their usage is rather
limited. There are other methods which do not depend on any
applications, but their efficiency for end-to-end communication is
usually lowered quite a lot because they need a specific server that
relays packets. This paper presents an external dynamic mapping
method to solve such problems. We also define NAT-free (NAT-f)
protocol to realize the method. A NAT mapping is created by
a negotiation between an external node and a home gateway at
the time when the external node initiates communication with
an internal node. The kernel in the external node translates the
address and the port number in the sending packet to a mapped-
address. We have implemented and evaluated a trial system, and
the results show that there is almost no performance degradation.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, peer-to-peer communications over the In-

ternet such as IP telephony and multimedia communications

have been increasing in broadband networks. However, an

external node (EN) located in a global IPv4 address space

cannot initiate communication to an internal node (IN) behind

NAT [1] such as that in a home network. It is widely known

as the NAT traversal problem. The cause of the problem is

that a NAT mapping is essentially created only when an IN

starts communication with an EN. Although it is possible to

set the NAT mapping manually to solve the problem, it lacks

flexibility because only one node can be related for each port

number. IPv6 technology, that does not require NATs, has

not spread to home networks yet. As a result, demand for

NAT traversal technologies is increasing. The term “NAT”

in this paper includes the Network Address Port Translator

(NAPT) [2] that translates TCP/UDP port numbers along with

the IP addresses.

Several NAT traversal technologies have been proposed

hitherto. Some of them can use the home gateway already

set up in home networks as it is, but they have to implement

a function on the user application and are consequently lack-

ing in flexibility. Other technologies, that do not have such

problems, have other problems such as poor performance,

etc. As a common problem for both technologies, a special

server is always required. Otherwise, ENs can never initiate

communication with INs. Then, quite a high reliability is

required of the server.

Our objective is to realize a NAT traversal technology that

does not depend on any application nor need a special server.

To achieve the objective, we propose an external dynamic

mapping method and its protocol called “NAT-free” (NAT-f).

In this method, an EN negotiates with a home gateway by

using NAT-f before the start of a TCP/UDP communication to

create a NAT mapping. The EN directly obtains from the home

gateway a the “mapped-address”, namely a set of the external

global IP address of the home gateway and the external

port number allocated by NAT. After that, the EN translates

the destination IP address and the port number contained in

the packet to be sent to the IN into the mapped-address to

correspond to in the NAT mapping in the kernel. In this

method, the home gateway executes normal IP address/port

number translation using the NAT function just as usual. As a

result, our method does not cause any performance degradation

in the communication.

We have implemented NAT-f in the kernel of FreeBSD and

evaluated our trial system. The results of our evaluation show

that the delay at the beginning of the communication is quite

little, and there is almost no degradation in performance.

We explain existing technologies in Section II and present

the external dynamic mapping method in Section III. We

describe the implementation and the evaluation of our trial

system in Section IV, and summarize the paper in Section V.

II. EXISTING TECHNOLOGIES

NAT traversal technologies can be roughly categorized

into the following three types; namely, NAT behavior-based

type, NAT control-based type, and NAT-less type. The NAT

behavior-based type technology can use regular NATs without

any modification. This type depends on the application. The

NAT control-based type technology creates NAT mappings

by adding functions to a home gateway. The NAT-less type

technology solves the problem by its own process without the

gateway performing any NAT function. Most of the latter two

technologies are independent of applications.



A. NAT behavior-based type technology

Simple Traversal of UDP Through Network Address Trans-

lators (STUN) defined in RFC 3489 [3], is a protocol which

utilizes a method of UDP hole punching [4], [5]. Applications

in the IN need to involve STUN client functions, and send a

request packet to the STUN server on the Internet. At such

time, a mapped-address to the IN is created in the home

gateway. The server then gets the mapped-address from the

request packet received and saves it in its memory. The EN

acquires the mapped-address from the server, and initiates

communication to the IN by sending the mapped-address.

However, STUN is not able to work with Symmetric NAT

and does not support TCP-based communication, either.

Traversal Using Relay NAT (TURN) has been proposed

as an additional mechanism to STUN by Internet Engineer-

ing Task Force (IETF) [6]. TURN solves the problem of

STUN concerning Symmetric NAT relaying packets through

the TURN server on the Internet. However, this method

loses the real-time property that is needed for end-to-end

communication because of the redundant routing.

Besides the above, Teredo [7] has been proposed as an

IPv6 over UDP/IPv4 technology using a tunneling mechanism.

Interactive Connectivity Establishment (ICE) [8] provides

NAT traversal communication to Session Initiation Protocol

(SIP) [9] by using the existing protocols such as STUN and

TURN.

B. NAT control-based type technology

Universal Plug and Play (UPnP) [10] is a set of protocols

proposed by the UPnP Forum. UPnP allows the IN to auto-

matically create a static NAT mapping. This is essentially an

automated process of port-forwarding function. This technol-

ogy is already implemented in many NATs and widely used.

However, an IN has to report the mapped-address to the server

on the Internet as in the case of STUN, when an EN initiates

communication with an IN. NAT Port Mapping Protocol [11]

has been also proposed for the same purpose.

Address Virtualization Enabling Service (AVES) is a

network-layer waypoint service proposed in [12]. In AVES,

ENs and INs can be used without implementing any special

functions, however, it needs special devices such as an AVES-

aware DNS server and a waypoint which encapsulates and

relays communication packets. The NAT also needs to be

modified so that it can handle AVES protocols and encap-

sulated packets. That means that there is certain performance

degradation.

C. NAT-less type technology

“4+4” is an address extension architecture proposed in [13].

It extends an IPv4 header to contain two types of addresses;

namely, a global IP address of a home gateway and a private

IP address of an IN. The gateway forwards packets sent from

the EN to the IN by swapping the addresses. That is to say that

the gateway does not undertake any NAT mapping, but instead

executes its own routing process. This method is, however,

not practical because all of the ENs, INs and home gateways

should modify the protocol stack. Also, it may affect other

systems because it changes the packet format.

IP Next Layer (IPNL) [14] has also been proposed as a

technology which uses its own routing process.

III. OUR PROPOSED METHOD

We propose an external dynamic mapping method as a new

NAT traversal technology. Although it is categorized as one

type of the NAT control-based type technology, it does not

need any special server such as a STUN/TURN server. We

also define a protocol called “NAT-free” (NAT-f) to realize

the method. In our proposed method, an EN instructs a home

gateway to create a NAT mapping and obtains the mapped-

address by NAT-f before the start of communication with an

IN. Then, the EN translates the IP address and the port number

in a packet into the mapped-address so as to correspond to in

the NAT mapping.

A. Overview

Fig. 1 shows the system configuration and the initial setting

of our proposed method. NAT-f is implemented both in the EN

and in the home gateway. The Dynamic DNS (DDNS) [15]

server, which is widely deployed, can be used for the name

resolution of INs. This server only has to meet the requirement

that a wildcard function [16] can be used. A user has to

register himself in a DDNS service provider, and acquire

a domain name (e.g., home.example.net) in advance. The

DDNS server saves the association between the domain name

of the home gateway and IP address G2 as a wildcard A

record. The home gateway has an Access Control Table (ACT)

which includes the following information (an IN’s name,

private IP address, and access control flag):

alice := (P1, allow), bob := (P2, deny)

The name of the IN can be determined freely, as long as

the same is kept in the home network. We call this name

“private host name” (PHN) to distinguish it from a general host

name registered in the DDNS server (e.g., home). The access

control flag indicates whether an EN is allowed to access to

the corresponding IN or not.

Fig. 2 shows the communication sequence at the time

when an EN starts communication with an IN (alice) by our

Fig. 1. System configuration and initial setting.



Fig. 2. Communication sequence with our proposed method.

proposed method. Here, TCP/UDP packets are described as

follows:

A : a → B : b,

where A and a are the source IP address and the port number,

and B and b are the destination IP address and the port number.

Our proposed method is composed of three phases as described

below:

1) DNS Name Resolution:

Step1: The EN sends a query to the DDNS server with the

name that is composed of the PHN of the IN and

FQDN (i.e., alice.home.example.net) or the home

gateway. The DDNS server replies to the IP address

of the home gateway (G2) through the wildcard

function.

Step2: The EN hooks the DNS reply packet in the kernel

and changes the IP address (G2) into a virtual IP

address (V 1). This address is associated with the

PHN and the IP address of the home gateway as

follows:

V 1 := (alice, G2)

This information is cached in the Name Relation Ta-

ble (NRT) of the EN. After that, the virtual IP address

is reported to the upper layer, and the application

recognizes that the IP address of the IN (alice) is

V 1.

2) NAT-f Negotiation:

Step3: The application creates TCP/UDP packets in which

the destination IP address is made the virtual IP

address, and passes it to the kernel. The kernel

refers to its Virtual Address Translation (VAT) table,

which has entries about the relationship between the

virtual IP address and the mapped-address in the

home gateway, based on the source and destination

IP addresses/port numbers, and the protocol type.

The VAT entry is created when a NAT-f negotiation

is completed (Step 6). If the EN already has the

corresponding VAT entry, the EN jumps to Step 7.

Step4: If no VAT entry exists, the EN searches the NRT by

referring to the destination IP address (i.e., the virtual

IP address, V 1) and obtains associated information.

After that, the TCP/UDP packet is temporarily stored

in the kernel memory and the EN starts a NAT-f ne-

gotiation. A NAT-f mapping request, which contains

the source and destination IP addresses/port numbers,

the protocol type, and the PHN, is sent to the home

gateway.

Step5: The home gateway obtains the information from the

NAT-f mapping request and checks the ACT. If the

ACT has a corresponding PHN and its access control

flag shows “allow”, the home gateway creates a

NAT mapping based on the information in the packet

received and the ACT. When the mapped-address is

G2 : m, we get the NAT mapping as follows:

G1 : s ↔ {G2 : m
NAT
⇐⇒ P1 : d}

Here, “
NAT
⇐⇒” means translation between both sides

by the NAT, and “G1 : s ↔ P1 : d”, which is

derived from the above description, means commu-

nication between the EN and the IN (alice). The

home gateway makes a reply packet that contains the

information received from the EN and the mapped-

address, and sends it to the EN.

Step6: The EN creates the VAT entry when it receives the

above reply as follows:

G1 : s ↔ {V 1 : d
V AT
⇐⇒ G2 : m}



Next, the EN restores the stored TCP/UDP packet.

In this way, the NAT-f negotiation is completed.

3) Virtual Address Translation:

Step7: As for the restored TCP/UDP packet, the destination

IP address and the port number are translated from

V 1 : d to G2 : m according to the VAT table, and

the packet is sent to the home gateway.

Step8: The home gateway handles the received packet in the

normal NAT method, and the destination IP address

and the port number of the packet are translated from

G2 : m to P1 : d. Then, the packet is forwarded to

the corresponding IN (alice).

As for the reply packet from the IN to the EN, the reserve

translation as stated above is performed.

B. Characteristics of NAT-f

1) Support for TCP communication: The protocol type of

the packet to be sent is notified in the NAT-f negotiation in

the way as described in Step 3. As a result, NAT-f can deal

with both TCP and UDP because NAT mappings are created

corresponding to the protocol type.

2) Support for Symmetric NAT: The NAT-f negotiation is

executed each time when the source or the destination port

number contained in the packet sent by an EN is changed.

NAT mappings are created in the home gateway for every con-

nection established between an EN and an IN. Consequently,

NAT-f supports both types of the Cone NAT and the Symmetric

NAT.

3) Simultaneous communication for INs: An EN can com-

municate with multiple INs in a home network simultaneously

by using the same destination port numbers. Now, we assume

a case where an EN is about to start communication with

bob while it is communicating with alice in Fig. 1. The

communication between the EN and alice can be shown as

follows:

G1 : s ↔ {V 1 : d
V AT
⇐⇒ G2 : m

NAT
⇐⇒ P1 : d}

The EN changes the IP address of the home gateway into

a virtual IP address (V 2) after receiving a DNS query reply

about bob. An application recognizes the destination IP address

as V 1 for alice, and V 2 for bob. Therefore, a NAT mapping

corresponding to bob is newly created as G2 : n in the home

gateway. Consequently, the communication between the EN

and bob can be described as follows:

G1 : t ↔ {V 2 : d
V AT
⇐⇒ G2 : n

NAT
⇐⇒ P2 : d},

where t is a source port number dynamically allocated by the

kernel.

4) Communication for non-NAT-f-compliant devices: NAT-

f mapping request/reply is based on ICMP Echo. If a target

device (i.e., the home gateway or IN 1) does not support NAT-f

protocol, it replies ICMP Echo Reply having the same content

in ICMP Echo. The EN can judge whether the target supports

NAT-f or not from the reply packet. In this case, the EN creates

1In case that the IN locates on the Internet, not behind a NAT.

the VAT entry to return the original IP address of the target

from the virtual IP address as follows:

G1 : s ↔ {V 1 : d
V AT
⇐⇒ G2 : d}

After that, the EN starts communication with the target.

5) Private-to-Private communication: Our proposed

method can be easily extended to the communication between

INs located in different home networks. In this case, the

functions implemented in the EN (i.e., DNS rewriting, NAT-f

negotiation, and virtual address translation process) have to

be implemented in the home gateways. The NAT-f negotiation

and the virtual address translation are executed on both sides

of the home gateways.

IV. EVALUATIONS

A. Implementation

We have implemented the NAT-f module in the IP layer of

FreeBSD 6.1-RELEASE and have made a prototype system.

Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show the implementation of NAT-f module

in an EN and in a home gateway. The module consists of the

three functions; namely, DNS rewriting, negotiation, and VAT

functions, and it is called from the input/output functions —

ip_input() and ip_output() — in the IP layer. Packets

are processed by the NAT-f module and returned to the original

place.

The negotiation function handles NAT-f mapping re-

quest/reply packets and creates VAT entries in the EN and NAT

mappings in the home gateway. The VAT function handles

TCP/UDP packets to translate the virtual IP address from/to

the mapped-address based on VAT entries. If no VAT entry

exists, the TCP/UDP packet is temporarily stored in the kernel

memory and the VAT function calls the negotiation function to

start a NAT-f negotiation. The packet is restored immediately

and passed to ip_output() just after the NAT-f negotiation

has completed. The VAT table and the NRT are implemented

as a hash table. The life time of information cached in the

NRT is made the TTL value described in a DNS reply packet.

Fig. 3. Implementation of NAT-f in EN.



Fig. 4. Implementation of NAT-f in home gateway.

Fig. 5. Initial delay caused by NAT-f.

The VAT entry is deleted with the kernel timer after a certain

period of time under the idle state or when TCP connections

are disconnected.

A virtual IP address is allocated corresponding to the private

host name of the IN. When a virtual IP address is described as

“W.X.Y.Z”, the following values are established to individual

portions. “W ” is allocated as the IP address of class E, and

the NAT-f module identifies whether it is a virtual IP address

or not based on this value. “X” is made 0 as the initial value.

“Y ” is made the hash value of the private host name of the IN,

and “Z” is made the hash value of the domain name of the IN.

The range of the hash value is between 1 to 254. When the

hash value collides, “X” is given a different value to prevent

duplication.

B. Performance

We measured the performance of our proposed method in

the system configuration shown in Fig. 1. The specification for

each device is based on Pentium 4 3.0 GHz of CPU and 512

MB of memory. The EN, the home gateway, and the DDNS

server are connected by a switch device. We used a network

analyzer, Ethereal to measure the initial delay caused by the

NAT-f protocol, and Read Time Stamp Counter (RDTSC) [17]

to measure the internal process time of the NAT-f module. We

also measured the TCP/UDP throughput between the EN and

the IN by using Netperf in order to clarify the influence of the

virtual address translation process executed in an EN on the

communication performance. For the sake of comparison, we

also measured the throughput in the case where NAT-f is not

TABLE I

INTERNAL PROCESS TIME OF THE NAT-F MODULE

EN Home gateway

Step 2 7.1 µsec —

Step 3 0.8 µsec —

Step 4 2.9 µsec —

Step 5 — 114.2 µsec

Step 6 1.4 µsec —

Step 7 1.1 µsec —

TABLE II

THROUGHPUT ON OUR PROPOSED METHOD

Message size TCP Stream (Mbps) UDP Stream (Mbps)

(Bytes) EN → IN a EN ← IN b EN → IN EN ← IN

64 93.2 93.1 49.3 49.3

128 93.2 93.2 66.0 66.0

256 93.2 93.2 79.6 79.6

512 93.2 93.2 88.8 88.8

1024 93.2 93.2 94.4 96.4

1472 93.2 93.2 96.4 96.4

a In case of the NAT traversal communication on our proposed method.
b In case of the ordinary communication. (i.e., NAT-f is not imple-

mented.)

implemented in the system.

1) Initial delay caused by NAT-f: Fig. 5 shows the results

of the measured time, and Table I shows the internal process

time of the NAT-f module. It took 238 µsec from the reception

of the DNS reply packet to the transmission of the NAT-f

mapping request packet in the EN. In This process, 7.1 µsec

was for the changing process of the DNS reply packet (Step

2) and 3.4 µsec was for the starting process of the NAT-f

negotiation (Step 3 and Step 4). It took 388 µsec from the

transmission of the mapping request to the reception of the

mapping reply in the EN (Step 5 was 114.2 µsec out of this.)

It also took 27 µsec from the reception of the mapping reply

to the transmission of the restored TCP/UDP packet in the

EN. In fact, the initial delay caused by NAT-f was only about

650 µsec 2. This means that our proposed method scarcely

affects the TCP/UDP communication. This is because of the

reason that the EN stored and restored the TCP/UDP packet,

which triggers the NAT-f negotiation, in the kernel memory.

With this method, TCP retransmission never occurs at the time

when communication starts.

2) TCP/UDP throughput: The result of the throughput

between the EN and the IN is shown in Table II. A throughput

comparison shows no significant difference between the case

that NAT-f is implemented and the case that NAT-f is not

implemented for both TCP and UDP and in any message size.

From the above result, we can conclude that the process of

virtual address translation executed in the EN rarely affects

the TCP/UDP throughput.

2238+388+27;650 µsec



TABLE III

COMPARISON WITH EXISTING TECHNOLOGIES

STUN TURN ICE UPnP AVES NAT-f 4+4

Type of NAT traversal technology NAT behavior-based NAT control-based NAT-less

Modification to a home gateway Not required Application Kernel

Installation of functions on EN Application Not required Kernel

Installation of functions on IN Application Not required Kernel

Required special servers STUN server TURN server STUN server Application server a Waypoint Not required

TURN server DNS server b

Support for TCP communication × © © © © © ©

Support for Symmetric NAT × © © × —c © —d

Optimal communication route © × △ © × © ©

Throughput © © © © × © ©

a An application server is required so that an EN can acquire the NAT mapping created by an IN with the UPnP protocol.
b This server is called “AVES-aware DNS server” and is required the specification that specializes in this technology.
c The normal NAT mapping function is not undertaken. The NAT executes its own decapsulation process and address translation process.
d The normal NAT mapping function is not undertaken. The NAT executes its own routing process.

C. Comparison with existing technologies

A comparison between our proposed method and the exist-

ing technologies is shown in Table III. Our proposed method

“NAT-f” has several advantages over the existing technologies,

although the home gateway needs to be modified. In NAT-

f, NAT mappings can be created by the action from the

outside of the home gateway, or an EN. This means that

home information appliances which will become increasingly

popular do not need any special functions to realize NAT

traversal. (In the case of STUN, TURN, ICE, and UPnP, NAT

mappings have to be created by the action from the inside of

the home gateway, or an IN.)

Our proposed method can also support TCP communication

and Symmetric NAT as mentioned above. Moreover, we need

no special servers because the EN obtains mapped-addresses

from the home gateway directly. There is no redundant com-

munication route, and the encapsulation process is not needed.

In TURN, AVES, and possibly even ICE, all communication

between EN and IN is delayed because of the redundant route

caused by relaying the TURN server or waypoint. Additionally

the waypoint translates and encapsulates the packets. Due to

these processes, the end-to-end throughput is sure to decrease

compared with other technologies. Although the EN executes

virtual address translation in each packet in our system, the

process rarely affects the communication performance.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed the external dynamic

mapping method to realize NAT traversal communication.

The EN negotiates with a home gateway by using NAT-f to

create NAT mappings. After completing the negotiation, the

EN translates the destination IP address and the port number

contained in the packet to be sent to the IN into the mapped-

address. It does not depend on any application, and requires

no special servers. As the result of our evaluation, it rarely

affects the performance of TCP/UDP communications.
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Motivation

 NAT traversal problem

 A home network is constructed behind NAT (Home gateway)

 It is not possible to initiate communication from External Node 
(EN) to Internal Node (IN)

A demand for NAT traversal technologies is 
increasing in End-to-End communication

NAT: Network Address Translator

EN IN
HGW
(NAT)
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Existing Major Technologies

 STUN (Simple Traversal of UDP through NAT)

 It utilizes a method of UDP hole punching

 TURN (Traversal Using Relay NAT)

 A special server relays all packets between IN and EN

 UPnP (Universal Plug and Play)

 IN automatically creates a static NAT mapping

List of issues to be solved:
Symmetric NAT and TCP are not supported
Communication delay is large
A Special server is indispensable
Applications need to have the functions
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EN IN
HGW
(NAT)

Our Proposed Method

 External Dynamic Mapping Method

 It does not depend on any applications, and does not require a 
special server

 EN instructs HGW to create a NAT mapping by NAT-f protocol

 NAT-free protocol (NAT-f)

 It is implemented in the kernel of EN and HGW

 It creates a NAT mapping in HGW and a Virtual Address 
Translation (VAT) table in EN
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EN

IN

HGW

IN

DDNS server

Domain: 
example.net

IP: G1
IP : P2
PHN : bob

IP : P1
PHN : alice

IP : G2
HN : home

System Configuration and Initial Settings

RR

*.home IN A G2

ACT

alice:=(P1,allow)

bob:=(P2,deny)

DDNS: Dynamic DNS
RR: Resource Record
ACT: Access Control Table
HN: Host Name
PHN: Private Host Name
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EN IN

HGW

Overview of Our Proposed Method

 It is composed of three phases:

Phase 1) DNS Name Resolution

Phase 2) NAT-f Negotiation

Phase 3) End-to-End Communication
Based on Virtual Address Translation

Phase 1

DDNS server

Phase 2

Phase 3

alice
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Ph.1) DNS Name Resolution

 EN resolves the domain name of alice

 EN hooks a DNS reply in the kernel and rewrites the contents
 Obtained IP address (G2)  Virtual IP address (V1)

Application Kernel

EN DDNS server

alice.home.example.net

G2V1

RR

*.home IN A G2

PHN+FQDN

DNS query
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Ph.1) DNS Name Resolution

 The information is cached in Name Relation Table (NRT)

 Virtual IP address, PHN and obtained IP address (HGW)

 An application recognizes that the IP address of alice is V1

Application Kernel

EN DDNS server

alice.home.example.net

G2V1

RR

*.home IN A G2

NRT

V1:=(alice,G2)

DNS query
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Ph.2) NAT-f Negotiation

 EN searches a VAT table

 Relationship between a virtual IP address and a mapped-address

 No VAT entry exists yet EN temporarily stores the packet 

Application Kernel

EN

G1:sV1:d

NRT

V1:=(alice,G2) ACT

alice:=(P1,allow)

bob:=(P2,deny)

VAT table

Empty

search

TCP/UDP

HGW
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Ph.2) NAT-f Negotiation

 EN sends a NAT-f mapping request to HGW

 HGW checks the ACT with the received PHN

 If the access control flag is “allow”, …

Application Kernel

EN

G1:sV1:d

G1,s,V1,d,protocol,alice

NRT

V1:=(alice,G2) ACT

alice:=(P1,allow)

bob:=(P2,deny)

check

VAT table

Empty

search

TCP/UDP

HGW
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Ph.2) NAT-f Negotiation

 HGW creates a NAT mapping with

 Received information

 Private IP address of alice

Application Kernel

EN

G1:sV1:d

G1,s,V1,d,protocol,alice

NRT

V1:=(alice,G2) ACT

alice:=(P1,allow)

bob:=(P2,deny)

NAT mapping

G1:s{G2:mP1:d}

check

create

VAT table

Empty

search

(P1

TCP/UDP

HGW
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EN IN
HGW

IP: G1 IP: G2 IP: P1

Ph.2) NAT-f Negotiation

 Mapped-address is allocated for the communication 
between IN and EN by the NAT function

G1:sG2:m G1:sP1:d

G1:sG2:m G1:sP1:d

NAT mapping

G1:s{G2:mP1:d}
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Ph.2) NAT-f Negotiation

 HGW sends a NAT-f mapping reply to notify EN of the 
mapped-address

 EN creates the VAT entry

Application Kernel

EN

G1,s,V1,d,protocol,G2,m

NAT mapping

G1:s{G2:mP1:d}

VAT table

G1:s{V1:dG2:m}

create

Mapped-address

HGW
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Ph.3) End-to-End Communication

Based on Virtual Address Translation

 EN restores the stored TCP/UDP packet and translates its 
destination according to the VAT table

 Destination: V1:d  G2:m

Application Kernel

EN

G1:sV1:d

IN

G1:sG2:m

NAT mapping

G1:s{G2:mP1:d}

VAT table

G1:s{V1:dG2:m}

alice

VAT process

HGW
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Ph.3) End-to-End Communication

Based on Virtual Address Translation

 HGW handles the received packet by the normal NAT 
process according to the NAT mapping

 Destination: G2:m  P1:d

Application Kernel

EN

G1:sV1:d

IN

G1:sG2:m G1:sP1:d

NAT mapping

G1:s{G2:mP1:d}

VAT table

G1:s{V1:dG2:m}

alice

NAT process

HGW
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Characteristics of Our Proposed Method

 Support for:

 TCP/UDP communication

 All types of NATs

 A special server is not needed

 No delay as seen in TURN

 No single point of failure

 Flexible communication

 Simultaneous communication with multiple INs

 Private-to-Private communication

Private PrivateGlobal
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Conclusions

 External Dynamic Mapping Method

 NAT-f is implemented in the kernel

 It is possible to use various applications

 NAT mappings can be created from the outside of a home 
gateway

 INs do not need any special functions

We can communicate with any devices even 
if the corresponding nodes are behind the 
home gateway with the proposed method



Appendixes
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Types of Traversal Technologies

 NAT behavior-based type: STUN, TURN, ICE

 Normal NAT without any modification

 Applications on ENs and INs need to have NAT traversal functions

 NAT control-based type: UPnP

 NAT mapping is created by adding functions to HGW and INs

 NAT-less type: 4+4, IPNL

 All devices have to execute original process

 e.g., routing process

 HGW does not perform any NAT functions
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Comparison with Existing Technologies

STUN TURN UPnP 4+4 NAT-f

Modification to HGW Not required
Applicati

on
Kernel

Installation of functions on EN Application Kernel

Installation of functions on IN Application Kernel
Not 

required

Special servers Required Not required

Support for TCP communication

Support for Symmetric NAT

Optimal communication route
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How to Define a Virtual IP Address

 W: Class E (user-settable value)

 NAT-f module identifies whether it is a virtual IP address or not

 X: “0” (default)

 When the hash value collies (despite of different names),
change the value to prevent duplication

W.X.Y.Z

alice.home.example.net

Hash function

Output Range: 1 ~ 254

e.g.

240.0.101.51
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Which DNS Reply Is Rewritten?

 Idea 1: All DNS reply packets

 If a target node does not support NAT-f, the node replies a 
normal ICMP Echo Reply

 NAT-f mapping request/reply is based on ICMP Echo

EN creates the VAT entry to return the virtual IP address to the 
original IP address of the target

EN

NAT-f mapping request

ICMP Echo Reply

G1:sG2:d

IP: G1 IP: G2

VAT table

G1:s{V1:dG2:d}

www.google.com

www.google.com=
G2V1

DNS server
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Which DNS Reply Is Rewritten?

 Idea 2: A specific domain name

 EN has a domain name list of NAT-f service providers

EN rewrites the DNS reply packets registered in the list

EN

NAT-f negotiation

IP: G1 IP: G2

VAT table

G1:t{V1:dG3:m}

www.google.com

G1:t G3:m

home.example.net

G1:s G2:d

IP: G3

example.net

…

www.google.com=G2

www.home.example.net=G3V1

(D)DNS servers
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Simultaneous Communication with 

Multiple INs

Application Kernel

EN DDNS server

bob.home.example.net

G2V2

G1:tV2:d

NAT mapping

G1:s{G2:mP1:d}

VAT table

G1:s{V1:dG2:m}

IN

bob

alice

IN

search

HGW
IP: G1 IP: G2 IP: P1

IP: P2
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Simultaneous Communication with 

Multiple INs

Application Kernel

EN DDNS server

bob.home.example.net

G2V2

G1:tV2:d

NAT mapping

G1:s{G2:mP1:d}

G1:t{G2:nP2:d}

VAT table

G1:s{V1:dG2:m}

G1:t{V2:dG2:n}

G1:tG2:n G1:tP2:d

IN

bob

alice

IN

NAT-f negotiation

Another
Mapped-address

HGW
IP: G1 IP: G2 IP: P1

IP: P2
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Simultaneous Communication with 

Multiple INs

Application Kernel

EN

G1:s V1:d

bobalice ININ

G1:t V2:d

G1:s G2:m

G1:t G2:n

NAT mapping

G1:s{G2:mP1:d}

G1:t{G2:nP2:d}

VAT table

G1:s{V1:dG2:m}

G1:t{V2:dG2:n}

G1:s P1:d

G1:t P2:d

EN can communicate with multiple INs 
by the same destination port numbers

HGWSame ports
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Demerits of Port-Forwarding

EN bobalice ININ

G1:s G2:m

G1:t G2:n

G1:s P1:d

G1:t P2:d

HGW

 Only a port number in IN can be related for each port 
number in HGW

 A user has to configure the settings for the relations in advance

 EN has to know the related port number in HGW
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Private-to-Private Communication

 HGW implements the NAT-f module same with EN

 NAT-f negotiation is executed between HGWs

TCP/UDP

DNS query

NAT-f negotiation

HGW
IN IN

HGW

DDNS server

alice

IP: G1 IP: G2 IP: P1IP: P1
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NAT NAT-f

G1,m,V1,d,protocol,alice

DDNS serverEN

G2V1

G1:mV1:dP1:sV1:d

G1,m,V1,d,protocol,G2,n

G1:mG2:n G1:mP1:d

NAT mapping

G1:m{G2:nP1:d}

VAT table

G1:m{V1:dG2:n}

NAT mapping

{P1:sG2:m}V1:d

IP: G2
IP: G1

IP: P1

Private-to-Private Communication

HGWHGW
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Can You Use SIP Applications?

 Proposed method does not support SIP

 Difference of the name resolution processes

We have to extend our method or implement additional 
technologies for supporting SIP applications

EN IN

SIP server

SIP-based systemDNS-based system

DNS query SIP message
(INVITE)

SIP: Session Initiation 
Protocol

EN IN

DNS server
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Can You Use SIP Applications?

 Extending our method:

 HGW rewrites the contents of 200 OK message

 Private IP address of IN  Virtual IP address

ALG: Application-Level 
Gateway

 Implementing additional technologies:

 It is just needed to plug a SIP ALG into NAT/Firewall

EN
HGW

INSIP server

200 OK
P1:dV1:d

RTP media G1:sV1:d

NAT-f negotiation

RTP: Real-time 
Transport Protocol
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Implementation ~EN~

 NAT-f module is implemented in the IP layer on FreeBSD

TCP/UDP

DNS

ip_input() ip_output()

Ethernet

DNS
Rewriting

Negotiation

VAT

NRT

VAT table

ICMP

TCP/UDP

NAT-f module

call
search

create

cache

Application

Kernel

User level
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Implementation ~HGW~

 natd: Standard NAT daemon in FreeBSD

ip_input() ip_output()

Ethernet

Negotiation

ACT

ICMP

NAT-f module

search

natd

Kernel

User level

create
NAT mapping

Divert socket

 It is not needed to modify the kernel of HGW if the NAT-f 
module is implemented in “natd”
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How to Create a NAT Mapping

 NAT-f module makes a pseudo-packet and passes it to 
ip_input()

 Source: alice (P1:d), Destination: EN (G1:s), Protocol: TCP or UDP

 natd handles it in the same process as usual

Firewall

NAT-f 
module

natd

TCP/UDP NAT-f negotiation

External network

Internal network

Pseudo-packet

P1:dG1:s

G2:mG1:s

KernelUser level

Home 
gateway
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Evaluation System

 NAT-f module is implemented in the IP layer on FreeBSD 
6.1-Release

 Evaluation items and tools

 Initial delay caused by NAT-f

 Ethereal

 RDTSC (Read Time Stamp Counter)

 TCP/UDP throughput

 Netperf

Specification

CPU Pentium4 3.0 GHz

Memory 512 MB

NIC 100BASE-TX

EN IN
HGW

DDNS server

Switch
device
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Performance ~Initial Delay~

DNS reply

NAT-f negotiation
Initial delay

650 μsec

DNS rewriting 7.1 μsec
+ NAT-f negotiation EN: 5.1 μsec, HGW: 114.2 μsec
+ VAT process 1.1 μsec

EN DDNS server
HGW

IN

 Our proposed method scarcely affects the TCP/UDP 
communication
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Performance ~Throughput~

Message 

Size (Bytes)

EN  IN

TCP (Mbps)

EN  IN

TCP (Mbps)

EN  IN

UDP (Mbps)

EN  IN

UDP (Mbps)

64 93.2 93.1 49.3 49.3

128 93.2 93.2 66.0 66.0

256 93.2 93.2 79.6 79.6

512 93.2 93.2 88.8 88.8

1024 93.2 93.2 94.4 96.4

1472 93.2 93.2 96.4 96.4

 Almost no difference between:

 EN  IN : NAT-f is implemented

 EN  IN : NAT-f is not implemented

 VAT process executed in the EN scarcely affects the 
TCP/UDP throughput
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 Collaboration with DLNA (Digital Living Network Alliance)

 A user will be able to discover and download the contents in 
home devices from the Internet or other home networks

 Security Considerations

 Advanced authentication

 Distributed Denial-of-Service attack

Future Work


